Carpathian Convention Seminar on Education of Sustainable Development
The conference is organised by the Ministry of Human Capacities of Hungary in collaboration with the UN
Environment Vienna Programme Office – Secretariat of the Carpathian Convention and the Ministry of Agriculture
of Hungary. This project is funded by the German Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation,
Building and Nuclear Safety by the Advisory Assistance Programme for environmental protection in the countries of
Central and Eastern Europe, the Caucasus and Central Asia and other countries neighbouring the European Union
(AAP). It is supervised by the German Environment Agency (Umweltbundesamt, UBA) and the Federal Agency for
Nature Conservation (Bundesamt für Naturschutz, BfN).

On-site visits to eco-schools and green kindergartens in Budapest
Hungary has two national networks that promote whole-institutional approach of ESD: the Hungarian
Green Kindergarten Network and the Hungarian Eco-school Network.
The on-site visits will give participants brief insight to the life in these communities. The visits intend
to contribute to building a general picture about eco-schools and green kindergartens in Hungary,
warts and all. So we invite participants in the delegations to discuss about what they experienced,
how they felt, what impressions they had, and from these snapshots, we hope, a holistic view may
emerge.
This is also why we slit up delegations to different groups. The sites were chosen based on the
location and the availability of the schools near the hotel: there was no intention to choose the “best
example” or plan a showcase programme for the visit. The five institutions represent five different
approaches and five different stages within the same framework. Some of them are well on their way
to excel in ESD, others are learning to engage their whole community. Some of them have a more
traditional pedagogy, others experiment more bravely. Not only their philosophy, but their
opportunities and possibilities also differ. The program will have an aboveboard approach: you will
see the school environment and their daily work as it is, and you will meet students, teachers and
principals the way they proposed to organise the visit. Please bring your curiosity with you and keep
your senses as well as your heart open to them.
The visits will take place in the following educational facilities:






Bajza utcai Általános Iskola (primary school)
Fasori Kicsinyek Óvodája (kindergarten)
Herman Ottó Általános Iskola (primary school)
Hunyadi Mátyás Általános Iskola (primary school)
Magonc óvoda (kindergarten).

Please read their unedited introductions in the following sections.

Education for sustainability in Bajza School
http://www.bajza6.hu/english
Our school is more than 100 years old. It is located in the centre of Budapest, in the 6th district. We
offer bilingual classes in English, German minority education, high standard education in music, and
we have got advanced level maths classes for two grade levels.
In addition to a training pool, the school has a sport-yard, a small front garden, and a two-meterwide line around the training pool for storage.

Since 2003 each school has had to develop its own environmental education plan. We have taken
part in the TÁMOP 3.1.4 (Social Responsibility Operational Programme) project for five years, each
year providing three, week-long thematic programmes about the environment.
Why is an “ECO-SCHOOL” more than just teaching about the environment? Because here the
pedagogical principles prevail not only during the lessons, but in all aspects of school life. Beginning
with the children’s meals, through the energy-efficient operation of the school, the realisation of the
roll of the plants in everyday life, and in organising camps. Environmental education must be applied
in all of the subjects, not just biology. In our programme, the children interact and raise issues; the
communication is more important than didactic methods. The roll of the extracurricular activities,
the connections with the local communities and the involvement of the parents are all extremely
important because environmental education must be present in all facets of life.
In December 2014 we were awarded the title of “ECO-SCHOOL”. It was then renewed in 2018.
We regularly participate in World Environment Day by offering lessons with special topics, curricular
and extracurricular activities, and topical projects. Every subject and lesson encompasses tasks in
connection with sustainability, being able to point towards possible issues that need to be resolved.
The financial support of the local government, and the help provided through different tenders have
enabled the attainment of our objectives.

Our activities:
‘Water Week’ was developed to demonstrate the importance of this vital resource. Along with water
centred lessons, we visited reservoirs and measured the quality of tap water and rainwater. Each
year we organise a three-round environmental competition. In the past, topics included the bird of
the year, selective waste collection, and many other environmentally focused projects. On Earth Day
we collect hazardous waste which is then disposed of by the local government, giving us flowers in
return. Our annual Eco Day takes place on a Saturday. The event has consisted of a wide variety of
programmes, such as environmental competitions, becoming acquainted with the National Parks of
Hungary, sailing on the Danube, hiking together in the mountains of Buda, and exploring the natural
values of our district. In the thematic week of sustainability, the students make different objects from
natural materials. We have discussed the 17 SDGs and tried to find some solutions.
The students take personal responsibility for the environment. It is a programme in each school year.
The students can choose from given opportunities, for example saving electricity, collecting litter etc.
Twice a year we have got paper collection, and we continuously collect batteries for recycling.
“Green Dragons” is our environmental club. The club offers the students the opportunity to work
effectively for the environment of our school; they take care of plants and deal with the compost.
Our compost comes from food waste, and in addition to this, we collect rain water for the plants.
We have close contact with nature at countryside resorts, and in the camp in Dunabogdány.
There are lots of tasks about sustainability, our ecological footprint, and environmental protection.

We take advantage of even the smallest areas of our school for growing plants. In the corridor we
have our “lifesaver” house plants. And we take care of the bushes and trees around our school. The
fruit trees and grape vines in the inner courtyard are used to educate about cultivated plants.
The Budapest Zoo and Botanical Garden is a short walk from our school. It is a regular destination for
our students, where we educate about wildlife.
Within our district, we maintain close relations with other institutions, schools, and kindergartens in
order to foster progress locally.
In the winter we feed birds, and we have won the title of ”Bird-friendly school”.
We believe that the planted seeds of thoughts will blossom.

Fasori Kicsinyek Kindergarten
http://fasorikicsinyek.hu/

The Fasori Kicsinyek Kindergarten can be found in a century old, two storey villa near to
Városliget, where 4 mixed-aged groups are waiting for the little ones. 75 children are studing
and playing in our establishment, in aesthetic, arranged environment.
One of the pillars our kindergarten’s pedagogical program is the Ecology, Environment
protection and conservation. Our establishment is the proud owner of the so called “Green
Kindergarten” title, which drives us even more to transmit the Environment protection and
conversation towards the children with awareness and mature work. We are searching for
opportunities, where we get to know other ideas and share good practices. Our
establishment participated in international collaborations with other institutions of
European countries on previous occasions. One of these project’s theme was the
environment protection.
During the implementation of our every day and periodic programmes and engagements our
kindergarten aims for the foundation of an environmental friendly and protective behaviour
in the children. In order to do this, the following activities are implemented:
-

-

Recycling
Composting
Placing bird feeders in our garden and patio
developing vegetable and herb garden (allotment)
together with the children
implementing barefooted footpath
Organising excursions, trips into the nature (little Zoo,
nature trails, gardens and parks, botanic garden...)
Celebrating and organising Special days (World day of
Water, Day of the Earth, Day of the birds and trees)
Combined environmental and healthy lifestyle
education (preparing vegetable and fruit salads, usage
of our salt-room, essential oils and graduator, many
different sport activities
regular visits to the nearby Budapest Zoo
open-air (forestal) kindergarten at summer time

Ottó Herman Primary School
http://www.herman.bp13.hu/

The 13 District’s Otto Herman Primary School is located in one of the most beautiful places
of the capital, between Margaret Bridge and St. Stephen’s Park.
Its primary task is to provide basic education that underpins general culture, preparation for
higher education and the integrated care and education of pupils with special educational
needs.

Our top priority is environmental education for sustainability and advanced English language
education.
Since March 1, 1994, our institution bears the name of Ottó Herman, the famous natural
scientist and polymath. In 1987, we were the first in the district to launch a forest school
program, the purpose of which was building communities and shaping attitudes. In
September 1999, our school was admitted to the Nature Conservation Training Centres
(KOKOSZ). In 2005, 2008 and 2011 we won the ‘Eco-School’ title, and since 2012, our school
is a ‘Permanent Eco-School’. The school's entire building reflects our dedication. We pay

attention to the cleanliness of the classrooms, to the proper decoration in different seasons
and on noteworthy international days (World Animal Day, World Water Day, Birds and Trees
Day, Earth Day), and to the care of plants.

The school’s ‘Green Patrol’ monitors whether we are energy efficient. On March 1 of each
year, on Herman Day, our students present project works focusing on the good practices
they have already learned, and on their thoughts, goals and tasks in order to protect our
Earth.
In order to make students more sensitive towards the topic, we invited several lecturers
over the school year, and we are participating in the Sustainability Week.
This year, we won the Energy Conscious School Award in the Virtual Power Plant Programme
competition. We earned the award with our environmentally conscious attitude-forming
actions in the previous years.

Hunyadi Mátyás Primary School (13th district, Budapest)
http://www.hunyadialtisk.hu/fomenu/aktualitasok/hirek.html
Our school is situated on a housing estate, surrounded by parks. Our school has two buildings: the
senior section (aged 10-14) is placed in the main building, the junior section (aged 6-10) is in the so
called ’small’ building.
In the lounge of our school there’s an art gallery called Aulart Gallery, which is an acknowledged
exhibition spot in Budapest. Every three weeks we have exhibitions from pieces of art by our
students and also by well-known artists.
Thanks to the Menta-garden, the so called ’barefoot path’, the bird feeders, and the cage of the
zebra finches in our school the title ’Eternal Eco School’ has recently been awarded to us. These birds
are looked after by our students. There’re selective garbage cans all over the school, including the
corridors and the classrooms. The corridors are full of green plants.
Sport and healthy lifestyle are also important for us. We encourage our students and their parents to
take part in running races twice a year.
The ’sustainability’ theme weeks and ’environment protection’ projects are also very popular in our
school.

The lessons are held in well-equipped special classrooms, where children can use the interactive
board as well as tablets. In our school the students can learn to play a musical instrument e.g. the
flute, the piano, the guitar, the violin, etc.
All of our students start learning English as early as the 1st grade. Assessments show that the results
of our students in English language are much better than the national average. Year by year our
students get outstanding placings in the regional English language competitions. After finishing
primary school they also do well in high schools.
Thanks to the high academic and ethical standards of our school many of our ex-students enrol their
children to us.

Art education
Its basic idea is the development of the children’s personality through complex art education (ballet,
folk dance, music, drama, photo and media, etc.) from the 1st grade up to the 8th.
’Open world’ bilingual education
In addition to the morning lessons our kids have afternoon classes of English. On these lessons they
acquire further knowledge about the culture of English speaking countries preferably with the help of
native teachers.
Nature-lover programme
The main aim of this programme is to form the kids’ ecological approach to nature, to encourage
children to experiment, to acquire knowledge through observing the environment directly.
The education contains classes in museums, in the ZOO and in our own school garden. The children
also look after birds, tortoises and African snails. We have been running this programme since 2016.

Magonc Kindergarten Erzsébetváros
http://www.magoncovoda.hu/

Our institution was established in the 70’s. In the past 5 years the facility management has
restored our garden and refurbished our building, as well. In the near future we are planning
to replace the gable windows, install a photovoltaics system and remodel the lighting
structure.
We regularly renew our equipment. Our director plans the acquisition of new toys and new
furniture with the assistance of our colleagues in order to establish our personal style and to
also remain in harmony with the overall appearance of our kindergarten.
The management consciously aims to act green, use environmentally safe products, save
energy, and consider the price-value-durability upon acquisition of products.
Currently in 8 groups we have approximately 170 children attending our kindergarten who
are welcomed by a colourful, happy atmosphere. In total we employ 16 kindergarten
teachers, 1 developmental teacher, 1 special education teacher, 2 pedagogical assistants, 8
nannies, 1 secretary and 1 kitchen aid. The gardener, the janitor and the caretaker are
employed by a 3rd party company contracted by our kindergarten. The speech therapist is
hired through a specialized service. In our facility we have a well-equipped gym, a salt-room
and a play-library.

We are working with an adapted, activity-oriented education system focusing on
environmental and healthy lifestyle education. We are doing our best to completely use the
advantages of our facility and the nearby located “Városliget” Park to organize walking tours.
We are also regular visitors at the Budapest Zoo and some museums which are also located
in the park.
The project to turn our garden bird-friendly was finished in 2003.The children attending our
kindergarten are actively involved in feeding and observing the birds. We maintain a close

and great relationship with the Hungarian Ornithological and Nature Conservation Society,
also known as BirdLife Hungary. BirdLife helps with the yearly maintenance of the nests in
our garden and if necessary they take care of rescued birds and occasionally they also
organize very informative and joyful presentations in the kindergarten.
In 2006 we were amongst the first who could enter a competition to gain the Green
Kindergarten title. Winning this competition was
followed by getting 3 more prizes, which helped us
acquire the “Forever Green Kindergarten” title in
2013.
Our workflow is heavily oriented towards teaching the
children to love the flora and fauna around them, to
save energy and conservation.
Our environmental education runs deeply through our
everyday life in the kindergarten.
We strongly believe that thinking green should not be
educated to kids every once in a while or on special
occasions, but it should be implemented in their
everyday life. Consequently this environmentally conscious approach will be a part of the
lifestyle of the new generation. Each member of our organization works hard to make the
atmosphere around the children harmonious and to present them with lively and varied
opportunities to gain experience.
Step by step the kids are learning how they can protect the environment and how they can
save energy. The determination and credibility of our educators has an important role in this
procedure as children naturally following the example set by the educators at this age.
Besides participating in local opportunities, we also coordinate green activities and events.
We also keep in mind the “Green Kindergarten” criteria and we try to implement these
values in our everyday life. Some Green holidays were introduced to the yearly schedule on
institution level while others are implemented in the schedule of the groups.
We are educating with a holistic approach, and we are trying to guide the children to
understand the connection between the elements, the actions of humanity and our
responsibility on changes (positive and negative) done to the environment.
Collecting waste selectively and composting are natural, everyday activities for kids
attending Magonc.
Our groups are named after an animal and in the classrooms we have small pets in
aquariums and terrariums. The children regularly participate in cleaning them and taking
care of the animals.

Unfortunately our gardening opportunities decreased lately due to renovation. Most of our
outside surface were covered with outdoor tiles. We
have less space for planting but we are using our options
as much as possible.
We have a small nature trail along the gates where our
groups are responsible for a flower crate. The children
can wander around in the flower garden, help with
composting and can participate in taking care of the local
birds. There is also a little lake in our garden, which is
very popular with the children.
Our interactive expositions, which are located in the hall
and in the gymnastics room, are also very beloved.
During the day our groups participate in scheduled visits
to these expositions, and in the afternoon our kids can
also visit them with their parents.
For example in autumn we organize the “Animal Day” and in spring the “Earth Day”
exhibition. On the 16th and 17th April you will have the opportunity to attend the Earth Day
exhibition. These events also include playful activities, with many possibilities to gain
experience through sensitive games and playful learning.
One of our other traditions is the “Recycle Paper Day” at the beginning of March. On this day
we make paper maché with the children. The groups participate in turns to ensure that each
group has enough room and time to make their own masterpieces, to create something new
from old paper. During this we organize a short conversation which is followed by a video
projection. After that, in rotation, they take part in several games such as “trash-fishing”;
touch-sense development with different materials and objects; solving wooden puzzles; and
watching a presentation titled “What’s it made of?” which explains which materials are used
for certain things. If it’s made of wood or paper. “Paper-dipping” and the “renaissance” of
the used paper.
Twice a year our « older » kids participate in a bus trip further away from the city. It is very
important for us to always choose a destination which involves a lot of contact with nature.
For example we organize trips to a horse farm, to an open-air folk museum, to forest trails,
etc. Fortunately we have plenty of options to choose from around Budapest and our
colleagues are happy to take the opportunity.
We are closely working together with the « Green Kindergarten Network Society » and we
are members of the “Környezetünkért Óvodai Egyesület”, which is a society of
environmentally conscious kindergartens.). With frequent professional consultations we are
constantly trying to grow our knowledge.
Each year our community attends lectures with the subject of preserving nature.

The enthusiasm of our children and the parental feedback we receive (as well being asked to
be hosts) are proof that we are on the right track and that we should continue this way.
Thanks to our education system and methods we are not only changing the lives of our
pupils but their families, as well. The feedback from the parents is very positive and we can
clearly see the impact on their way of thinking with respect to nature and our environment.
Last but not least we need to mention that after all these events and programs and days
spent in Magonc we are changing as well.

